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Background: Genetic admixture refers to the process or consequence of interbreeding between two or more
previously isolated populations within a species. Compared to many other evolutionary driving forces such as
mutations, genetic drift, and natural selection, genetic admixture is a quick mechanism for shaping population
genomic diversity. In particular, admixture results in “recombination” of genetic variants that have been fixed in
different populations, which has many evolutionary and medical implications.
Results: However, it is challenging to accurately reconstruct population admixture history and to understand of
population admixture dynamics. In this review, we provide an overview of models, methods, and tools for ancestry
inference and admixture analysis.
Conclusions: Many methods and tools used for admixture analysis were originally developed to analyze human data,
but these methods can also be directly applied and/or slightly modified to study non-human species as well.
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INTRODUCTION

Population admixture has been a common phenomenon
throughout the history of modern humans, and occurs
when previously isolated populations come into contact
through colonization and migration. Admixed popula-
tions have received much attention due to their potential
advantages in the discovering disease-associated genes.
For instance, a gene mapping strategy known as
admixture mapping has been instrumental in identifying
disease-associated genetic variants [1–4]. The statistical
power of admixture mapping relies on the extended and
elevated linkage disequilibrium (LD) in admixed popula-
tions, and can be determined by population history and
admixture processes [1,5,6]. Therefore, as shown in
several theoretical and simulation studies, population

admixture dynamics has a strong effect on the statistical
power of admixture mapping [6–9]; however, the in-depth
admixture dynamics of highly admixed populations has
not been extensively studied or examined. In fact, only a
few studies have examined simulated data [10,11] or
experimental data with sparse markers [6,9]. Recently, the
availability of genome-wide high-density single nucleo-
tide polymorphisms (SNPs) data has facilitated the study
of detailed genetic structures in admixed populations [12–
17]. Population history in admixed populations can be
recovered by utilizing the information in genomes, such
as break points of recombination [16], admixture linkage
disequilibrium (ALD) [18–20], and the length of ancestral
tracks [21–26] because admixed genomes can be
explained as the mosaics of segments from different
ancestries. To date, there have been many methods and
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corresponding computational tools developed for analyz-
ing population admixture. Most of the studies relied on
simplified models that did not take into account the
inherent complexity of admixture processes; however,
there are some methods that utilize more complex models.
In this study, we give an overview of models, methods,
and tools for ancestry inference and admixture analysis.

DETECTION OF GENE FLOW

Gene flow detection is the primary task of admixture
analysis. An intuitive way to verify the existence of
admixture and gene flow is to discover adequate
variations in genome that are shared only by target
populations and donor populations. D test [27] and f test
[18] were developed base on this idea. These two methods
are widely used to identify population admixture to detect
the gene flow magnitude and direction. These methods
could be used to detect admixture and gene flow in large
time scales. Additionally, D test and f test can be used to
detect not only recent admixture of modern humans
[28,29], they can also be used to detect ancient admixture
[30,31] and archaic introgression [32–35].

GLOBAL ANCESTRY INFERENCE

After detecting gene flow, we get a rough idea about each
ancestral population. Ancestry inference is a way to
obtain detailed information about each ancestral popula-
tion present in admixed populations. There are currently
two different paradigms underlying ancestry inference:
global ancestry inference and local ancestry inference
[36]. Global ancestry inference is more about estimating
genome level contribution proportions from each ancestor
population, which gives a global view of admixture in
target populations. Global ancestry inference can be
classified into two main categories: model-based methods
and non-parametric approaches. In this study, we used
model-based methods.
In recent years, multiple software programs have been

developed to study global ancestry inference, STRUC-
TURE is the most well-known and widely used software
program for examining global ancestry inference [37].
STRUCTURE is a model-based clustering method that
uses multi-locus genotype data to infer genomic make-up
and population structures. STRUCTURE has been
developed to several versions and series, based on a
Bayesian approach that utilizes a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo algorithm to obtain samples from the posterior
distribution. STRUCTURE is based on a model in which
there are K independent populations, where each K can be
unknown, and each of which can be characterized by a set
of allele frequencies at each locus. Sample individuals can
be assigned into a particular population or be assembled

by several independent populations if they are from
admixed populations. This method can be applied to
unlinked genetic markers (making use of allele frequency
information), which are found in linkage equilibrium.
Moreover, STRUCTURE also assumes that there are no
particular mutation processes and that the populations are
in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) [37].
New STRUCTURE series methods have been devel-

oped in recent years. First, Falush et al. developed a new
prior model for the allele frequencies within each
population, and accounted for the correlations between
linked loci that arose in admixed populations, which
improved the resolution of methods for subtle subpopula-
tion structures and enabled the ability to linked data
markers [38]. STRUCTURE 2.0 can be used to detect
admixture events further in the past, and is more accurate
when linked loci are used. STRUCTURE 2.2 [39] was
developed to examine dominant markers such as
amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs), null
alleles, and the limitations of genotype calling in
polyploids, the presence of which made many conven-
tional analysis methods invalid for many organisms.
STRUCTURE 2.3 [40] used new models for both
admixed and non-admixed cases, which improved
performance in dealing with lower levels of divergence
and less data than previous methods. Moreover, by taking
advantage of sample group information, the new models
in STRUCTURE 2.3 were not biased in detecting false
structures.
The newest version of STRUCTURE is fastSTRUC-

TURE [41]. Raj et al. developed efficient algorithms for
approximating inference in models underlying the
STRUCTURE program using a variational Bayesian
framework. The variational algorithms are nearly two
orders of magnitude faster than STRUCTURE, which
allows it to quickly infer population structures in large
datasets. In addition, fastSTRUCTURE uses heuristic
scores to identify the number of populations in a dataset,
and uses a new hierarchical prior to capture weak
structures in populations. The heuristic scores provide a
reasonable range number of populations presented in the
data, minimizes bias in detecting structures especially
when the structure are very weak.
FRAPPE (FRequentist APProach for Estimating indi-

vidual ancestry proportion) [42], ADMIXTURE [43] and
sNMF (sparse nonnegative matrix factorization) [44]
software programs use the maximum likelihood (ML)
estimation methods to infer population structures. The
ML method is computationally faster than the MCMC
method commonly used by STRUCTURE series methods
[36,42]. FRAPPE is commonly used to estimate indivi-
dual admixture and allows for uncertainty in ancestral
allele frequencies. The full ML method used in FRAPPE
demonstrates increased robustness compared to partial
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ML approaches, and it is as efficient as Bayesian methods,
while requiring only a fraction of the computational time
to produce point estimates. As such, FRAPPE and the ML
method allow for extensive analysis that cannot be
achieved by using Bayesian methods.
ADMIXTURE [43] uses model-based estimations of

ancestry in unrelated individuals, and utilizes the like-
lihood model embedded in STRUCTURE. ADMIX-
TURE is considerably faster than both STRUCTURE
and FRAPPE, and is nearly as fast as EIGENSTRAT, a
non-parametric approach. Simulations also show that
ADMIXTURE has greater accuracy than FRAPPE, and is
as accurate as STRUCTURE’s estimates. The computa-
tional speed of ADMIXTURE makes it possible to use
thousands of individuals with hundreds of thousands of
markers in model-based ancestry estimation, and it is
suitable for correcting population stratification in associa-
tion studies.
Snmf [44] was developed in 2014 and uses sparse

nonnegative matrix factorization algorithms. Without loss
of accuracy, the runtimes of sNMF in computing
estimates of ancestry coefficients are ~10–30 times
shorter than those of ADMIXTURE.

LOCAL ANCESTRY INFERENCE

Global ancestry inference provides an in-depth analysis of
each ancestral population. Local ancestry inference is
necessary to investigate admixture on a fine scale. The
genomes of admixed individuals can be described as
mosaics of different ancestries [45]. Inferring the ancestral
origin of chromosomal segments in admixed individuals
is useful for studies on human evolutionary history and
genetic association studies. Most methods of local
ancestry inference are based on hidden Markov models
(HMM), where the hidden states correspond to ancestral
populations and generate the observed genotypes. Early
approaches to local ancestry inference [39,46,47] based
on the STRUCTURE framework made use of HMMs and
did not explicitly model background LD. These methods
assumed that, given the ancestry, the sampled markers
were unlinked. An analysis by Tang et al. [48] showed the
importance of accounting for background LD and
proposed a Markov-hidden Markov model (MHMM),
which is utilized in SABER software program. Moreover,
an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm based on
HMM was proposed for inferring local ancestry using
continuous gene flow (CGF) model. LD patterns were
compared with CGF model and intermixture admixture
(IA) model [49].
HAPMIX [50] allows for a more comprehensive

account of background LD (i.e., LD within the ancestral
population) over longer segments; however, it only
considered two ancestral populations at a time. As such,

HAPMIX is useless in estimating the ancestry of Latino
and Hispanic populations, such as Mexicans and Puerto
Ricans, because they are three-way admixed [51].
HAPAA (Hmm-based analysis of polymorphisms in
admixed ancestries) [52], ChromoPainter [53],
SWITCH-MHMM [54], MULTIMIX [55], and ALLOY
[56] are all capable of analyzing admixtures of more than
two populations.
Guan [57] presented a two-layer HMM to detect the

structures of haplotypes for unrelated individuals. This
method models two scales of LD (one within a group of
haplotypes and one between groups) and takes advantage
of rich haplotype information to infer the local ancestry of
admixed individuals. Lanc-CSV [58] is a new method for
local ancestry inference that leverages continent-specific
variants (CSVs) to attain increased performance over
existing approaches in sequenced admixed genomes. As
opposed to most previous local ancestry methods that
require phased reference panels, this approach only
requires allele frequency information for each continental
group. This method was developed to deal with genome-
wide sequencing data, and it is fast and efficient.
An alternative approach to local ancestry inference is

the statistical learning algorithm. LAMP (Local Ancestry
in adMixed Populations) [59] computes the ancestry
structure of overlapping windows of contiguous SNPs
and assigns ancestries based on a clustering algorithm
known as iterated conditional modes (ICM). WINPOP
[60] is an extension of LAMP that uses a refined model of
recombination events and an efficient dynamic program-
ming algorithm to infer locus-specific ancestries. This
improvement is most significant when the ancestral
populations are closely related. PCAdmix [61] uses a
principal components algorithm (PCA) for determining
ancestry along each chromosome from a high-density,
genome-wide set of phased single-nucleotide polymorph-
ism (SNP) genotypes of admixed individuals. This
method first divides the genome into windows of 10 –
50 kb width and then estimates the probability of origin
from particular reference panel populations using PCA.
The accuracy of this method is heavily influenced by
window size. SupportMix [62] uses support vector
machines (SVM) to identify the putative ancestral origin
of a genomic segment, which can efficiently scale for
simultaneous analysis of 50 –100 putative ancestral
populations while being independent of prior demo-
graphic information. RFMix [63] is a discriminative
modeling approach for rapid and robust local ancestry
inference that uses a conditional random field (CRF)
parameterized by random forests trained on reference
panels. Efficient inference of local ancestry (EILA) [64] is
a statistical method that uses fused quantile regression and
k-means classifiers to infer the local ancestry of admixed
individuals. Simulation studies show that EILA has
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higher accuracy and lower variations compared to
HAPMIX and LAMP when the ancestral distance is
large or moderate. Table 1 shows a comparison of all of
the methods of local ancestry inference.

MODELLING POPULATION ADMIXTURE

Ancestry inference allows us to determine the genetic
composition of admixed populations. Based on ancestry
information, numerous methods have been developed to
study demographic history, genetic association study,
local adaption and evolution. In this section, we explore
population admixture dynamics. In broad terms, there are
two models for population admixture: (i) the demographic
admixture model that attempts to model demographic
events that shaped present admixed populations, and (ii)
the geographic migration model that attempts to model
gene flow among isolated populations. The demographic
admixture model assumes that source populations are
isolated, and that gene flow only from source populations
to admixed populations; however, the geographic migra-
tion model does not have such limitations, and any
populations (or local groups of individuals) can provide
or adopt gene flow. Figure 1 shows a break-down of
demographic admixture models and geographic migration
models.

Demographic admixture models

Hybrid isolation (HI), also known as intermixture
admixture (IA) and the “immediate” admixture model,
is the most popular admixture model and is widely
employed in admixture inference, including admixture
proportion estimation, local ancestry inference, admixture
time inference, and mapping disease causing genes in
admixed populations. In the HI model, individuals from
two or more source populations admix in one generation
and form a new randomly mating population. Afterwards,
both the newly generated population and the source
populations are randomly mating populations [8]. In the
HI model, populations are isolated from each other after
admixture occurs (Figure 1A). The continuous gene flow
(CGF) model was firstly proposed as an alternative model
for inferring the demographic history of African Amer-
icans [6]. In the CGF model, one of the source
populations (donor populations) provides gene flow at a
constant rate for every generation (Figure 1C).
The LD pattern of the CGF model is reported different

from that of the HI model and simulation studies support
that using the HI model on CGF-like admixed populations
causes high false-positive rates in admixture mapping
[6,49]. The gradual admixture model [65,66] and the
general admixture model [10] both describe scenarios in
which admixed populations are generated by several

Table 1. A comparison of methods for local ancestry inference.
Methods Applicable to more than two

populations

Key technique Model

background LD

Phased

ancestral data

STRUCTURE [37,38] YES HMM NO NO

SABER [48] YES MHMM (first-order Markov

HMM)

YES YES

HAPAA [52] YES HMM YES YES

LAMP [59] YES A window-based method NO NO

SWITCH and SWITCH-

MHMM [54]

YES MHMM YES YES

WINPOP [60] YES A window-based method NO NO

HAPMIX [50] NO HMM YES YES

PCAdmix [13] YES PCA NO NO

ChromoPainter [53] YES HMM YES YES

SupportMix [61] YES SVM (support vector

machine)

NO YES

MULTIMIX [55] YES HMM YES NO

ALLOY [56] YES FHMM (factorial hidden

Markov model)

YES YES

RFMix [63] YES CRF (conditional random

field)

NO YES

EILA [64] YES k-means NO NO

EILA [57] YES Two-layer hidden Markov

model

YES NO

Lanc-CSV [58] YES HMM NO NO
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source populations, and gene flow between populations
can occur any time after the initial admixture (Figure 1B).
In this review, we use GA to refer to a modified gradual
admixture model in which there are only two source
populations and constant gene flow rates occur in each
generation [23] (Figure 1B).
Pickrell proposed a model similar to the general

admixture model that considers multiple sources involved
in several admixture events [20]. Unlike the general
admixture model, only one source population is allowed
to provide gene flow in each wave of admixture (Figure
1E). Recently Zhou et al. extended the GA and CGF
models to create the GA-I and CGF-I models that assume
isolation after a period of continuous admixture
(Figure 2).

Geographic migration models

In the n-island model, devised by Sewall Wright [67], a
metapopulation is split into several islands, or discrete

subpopulations of equal population size N, and the
migration rates between any groups of subpopulations
are constant (Figure 3A). Given the geographical
substructure, the stepping-stone model is the only way
to determine migrations between adjacent discrete
populations [68] (Figure 3B), which decreases the
complexity of the n-island model. Another model
describing the migration between discrete populations is
the source-sink model [69] (Figure 3C), in which directed
gene flow occurs between the source population (the
donor population) and the sink population (the population
that receives gene flow from the donor population).
The isolation by distance (IBD) model [70] describes

migrations within in a spatially continuous population.
Unlike the migration models of discrete subpopulations,
the IBD model assumes that mating probability decreases
as the geographic distance increases. Based on this view,
the IBD model acts as a continuous version of the
stepping-stone model described above.
Genetic data often exhibits patterns that are broadly

Figure 1. Geographic admixture models. (A) HI model; (B) GAmodel; (C) CGFmodel; (D) the general admixture model; (E) Pickrell et

al.’s multiple-wave model. The ellipse disks represent the source populations, the rectangle represents the target admixed population and
the arrows represent the direction of gene flow.
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consistent with the IBD model. For instance, genetic
similarity tends to decay with geographic distance;
however, the decay rate can be heterogeneous. For
example, barriers (including extrinsic factors, such as
topography and other environmental factors, and intrinsic
factors such as mate recognition and reproductive
compatibility) to gene flow can accelerate the decay
rates between groups located close together in space,
leading to some degree of “structure”. PCA [71] is a
method commonly used for analyzing population struc-
tures. PCA summarizes the main patterns of population
structure in explicit visual representations. PCA projec-
tions are often interpreted post hoc with geographic
information in hand, while PCA itself ignores the
geographic information of samples even if they are
known. On the other hand, the estimated effective
migration surface (EEMS) [72] model, based on the
“stepping stone”model, uses both genetic and geographic
information from samples to highlight regions deviating
from typical isolation by distance patterns, thus identify-
ing genetic barriers to gene flow, if they exist. In order to
capture continuous population structures, EEMS uses a

dense regular grid of demes (the number of which can be
set by users) spread across a habitat. Gene flow exists only
between samples within neighboring demes. Expected
genetic dissimilarity between a pair of demes can be
calculated by integrating over all possible migration
histories in the genetic ancestry of its samples. If the
observed genetic similarity decays faster than expected in
some parts of the space, it is reflected by a lower value of
EEMS in those areas. Therefore, EEMS provides a visual
summary of the observed genetic dissimilarities among
samples, and how they are related to geographic locations.

DATING ADMIXTURE

In the previous section, we introduced two types of
models to describe the various types of population
admixture. One of the applications of these models is to
understand the admixture history of the target population
[18–20,22–25,50,53,73–75]. One of the major benefits of
genotyping technology is that high quality genetic data
from hundreds of populations are available for studying
global patterns of population migrations and population
admixture [76,77]. In an admixed genome, haplotypes
can be regarded as the chromosomal mosaics of source
populations (Figure 4). Consider the ancestry for each
genetic marker to be classified, and that ancestral
chromosomal tracks (ACTs), sites continuously share
the same ancestry and can be measured. Additionally, the
number of ancestral switches (ASs), the pairs of sites from
different ancestral populations, can be counted. Both
ACT and AS convey the basic information of admixture
patterns and admixture times. In this section, we discuss
the various methods of using this information alongside
genetic data to infer admixture history.

Dating admixture based on the ancestral switches

The number of ASs is a function of admixture time
regarding constant recombination rates. The longer the
admixture history is, the more recombination events
accumulate and the higher the number of ASs. Under the
two-way HI model, the admixture time can be estimated
from the number of observed ASs (nAS), the admixture
proportion (m) and the genome wide recombination rate
(L recombination per generation) [50,73],

Figure 2. Extended GA and CGF models.

Figure 3. Geographic migrationmodel. (A) The n-island model; (B) The stepping-stone model; (C) The source-sink model. The ellipse
disks represent populations, the disk size represents the relative population size, and the arrow represents the direction of the gene flow.
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T=
nAS

2mð1 –mÞL:

Based on the idea that the admixed chromosomes can be
modeled as mosaics of haplotype segments of source
populations, a probability model can be built to determine
the parameters that best explain the observed admixed
haplotypes within the source haplotypes. In this way, the
ancestry switch rate can be inferred, as well as the
admixture time [50]. GLOBETROTTER extends the
ancestry switch rate to the pairwise probability of two
sites from the specified ancestries. By fitting the co-
ancestry curves against to the distance between the two
sites, admixture time can be inferred. ChromePainter can
be used for local ancestry inference with multiple source
populations, and it can deal with multiple-way and
multiple-wave admixture [24,53].

Dating admixture based on continuous ancestry
tracts

Another result of recombination accumulation is shor-
tened ACT length. Short ACTs always indicate a long
admixture history, whereas long ACTs tend to indicate
more recent gene flow from the ancestral populations to
which the ACT belongs. Under the HI model, the density
function of the ACT from the source population who
comprises the m proportion of the admixed genome is

f ðx; TÞ=ð1 –mÞTe – ð1 –mÞTx,
where T is the admixture time and x is a variable
representing the length of the ACT [22,25,78]. Because
the length distribution of the ACT is varies for different
demographic admixture models, the ACT length can be
collected to find the best-fit model for the admixture
history [21–23,25,26,78,79].
Pool and Nielsen first used the length of ancestral tracks

to infer population history [26]. They introduced a
theoretical framework that described the length distribu-
tion of ancestral tracts and proposed a likelihood
inference method for estimating parameters related to
historical change in migration rates. Additionally, Pugach
et al. introduced a two-part method for inferring
admixture history. The first part of the method, called
StepPCO, is an extension of PCA and is used to obtain a
signal of admixture from an individual genome. The
second part of the method relies on the wavelet
decomposition of the admixture signal to extract
information about the date of the admixture event
[21,79]. Jin et al. further explored admixture dynamics
by comparing the empirical and simulated distributions of
ancestral tracks under three typical two-way admixtures
models, i.e., the HI model, the GA model, and the CGF
model [23]. Jin et al. later deduced the theoretical
distributions of ancestral tracks under the HI and GA

Figure 4. The mosaic of the admixed genome, modified from Refs. [50,73]. The black lower line represents a haplotype segment

from an admixed individual, carrying a number of mutations (black pie). The red and blue lines represent the haplotypes from two different
source populations are in red and blue lines, respectively. The yellow line shows how the admixed haplotype is constructed by the
haplotype segments from source populations. The dashed line shows the true ancestry for each site on the admixed haplotype, and the

colored horizontal bar represents the possible inferred ancestry. ASs are also represents by gray arrows. There are three ASs but only one
can be inferred.
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models [22]. Gravel extended these studies to multiple
ancestral populations and discrete migrations, and devel-
oped a method called Tracks to infer admixture history
[25]. For all these methods, a prior admixture model is
required. These methods must be input into an admixture
model, and then estimated to determine the parameters of
the specific model; however, in data analysis, there is
typically very little information on admixture history, and
the admixture model is often uncertain in complex
admixed populations. Recently, Ni et al. introduced
model selection into admixture history inference. They
first developed a method called AdmixInfer [78] to infer
admixture history under three typical two-way admixtures
models. They then developed a new method called
MultiWaver [80] to explore multiple-wave admixture
histories. Their methods can automatically determine an
optimal admixture model based on the length distribution
of ancestral tracks, and estimate the corresponding
parameters.

Dating admixture based on weighted linkage
disequilibrium (LD)

Pairwise LD describes the non-random dependence
between markers along chromosomes at the population
level. Admixture produces high levels of LD at loci that
have different allele frequencies among the involved
populations. After admixture occurs, the admixture LD
decays at the rate of 1 – d, where d is the genetic distance
(or recombination rate) between two sites [81]. As such, if
we know the LD value when the admixture occurred and
the LD value in the present admixed population, we can
trace the admixture history. Under the HI model, LD in
the admixed population after T generations of isolation is

DðtÞ=Dð0Þð1 – dÞT ,
where D(0)= m(1 –m)d(x)d(y), and d is the allele
frequency difference between the two source populations
at the site x or site y [82]. This is the basic idea for LD-
based admixture time inference algorithms. Moorjani
et al. firstly applied this idea by aggregating pairwise LD
measurements through a weighting scheme [75]. Patter-
son et al. [18] developed the software rolloff for this
purpose, which was further developed by Loh et al. [19]
and by Pickrell et al. [20]. When studying the genome
wide pattern of LD, the sign of LD value must be
seriously considered because it can be affected by the
coding rules [83]. In rolloff, the weight on each site (w(x))
is defined as the sign of d(x) to correct for the coding
effect on LD. In the software program ALDER [19], the
weight is directly defined as d(x), which signifies the site
where source populations are highly differentiated. In this
way, the weighted LD statistic is defined as the average of

the weighted LD on the set holding pairs of sites whose
genetic distance are similar:

aðdÞ= ΣSðdÞDδðxÞδðyÞ
jSðdÞj ,

where SðdÞ=ff ðx, yÞ : d – ε=2<jx – yj<d þ ε=2g and ε is
the discretization parameter inducing a discretization on
d. Then a(d) = a0(1 – d)

T, where a0 is a constant.
Admixture time can be estimated by fitting the decay
curve of a(d). The latest version of ALDER can do
admixture time inference based on multiple-way and
multiple-wave model [20], which is probably the most
powerful time inference method available because it can
provide the source populations for each wave of
admixture. Admixture LD is composed by two parts: (i)
LD directly inherited from source populations (SLD) and
(ii) LD produced by admixture. Using weighted LD can
reduce the effects of SLD. Moreover, most of these
algorithms use starting distance to confirm that the SLD’s
effect is small enough. An alternative method (using
software such as iMAAPs) to reduce the SLD’s effect is to
use the reference populations. Zhou et al. illustrated out
that the SLD can be estimated by proper reference
populations, as well as the weighted SLD [84].

Dating admixture under different models

Dating results are highly dependent on the models being
used. Jin et al. pointed out that the mean length of ACT in
the HI model is approximately half of that in the GA
model if both admixture proportions and admixture times
in the two models are identical [22]. In recent gene flow,
full length ACT is introduced and the average length of
ACT increases and the average number of AS decreases.
Significantly, the HI model does not consider changes
brought on by recent gene flow. As a result, admixture
time is under-estimated in the HI model when recent gene
flow exists. The AS model can only be used to estimate
the time under the HI model. The ACT based methods can
model the HI, GA, and CGF models. GLOBETROTTER
and MultiWaver are based on the model of multiple-way
and multiple-wave models, and they can be used for
inference under the general admixture model; however,
the results are still at risk of bias due to phasing errors and
local ancestry inference errors. After several years of
development, weighted LD based algorithms are very
robust in models that use for admixture time inference.
Both rolloff [75] and ALDER [19] can date admixture
under the HI model, and the latest version of ALDER can
do admixture time inference based on multiple-way and
multiple-wave models [20], which is probably the most
powerful time inference method as it can determine the
source populations for each wave of admixture. IMAAPs
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can infer the multiple-wave admixture, but it is still under
the two-way admixture model [84]. CAMer is specially
designed for dating continuous admixture, and extends
the continuous admixture model GA and CGF models to
GA-I and CGF-I by considering isolation after admixture
Figure 2 [85]. Moreover, weighted LD can be calculated
based on genotype data [86], so the related methods
naturally avoid the risk of phasing errors and local
ancestry inference errors.

ANALYSIS OF ARCHAIC
INTROGRESSION

Apart from admixture among modern human populations,
it is widely believed that introgression from archaic
hominids to modern humans occurred during period of
coexistence. Many studies have found evidence for
“adaptive archaic introgression” [87–92]. Since the
advent of whole genome sequencing, evidence has
emerged that there was admixture between humans and
two archaic hominids, Neanderthals [33,93,94] and
Denisovans [95,96]. In recent years, diverse methods
have been proposed to identify introgressive sequences in
present-day human populations. Since each pair of
populations share some DNA segments derived from
their common ancestry, an effective method must
distinguish true introgression from shared ancestry [97].
D statistics is an applicable method for detecting

archaic introgression using genome-wide data [27].
Nevertheless, usingD statistics locally to identify whether
a specific segment is introgressed from an archaic
hominid may not be very accurate. Some other
approaches take advantage of sequence divergence to
calculate time to the most recent common ancestry
(TMRCA), which can be used to infer archaic introgres-
sion locally [92]. A DNA sequence that has a more recent
TMRCAwith archaic hominids than a modern humans is
regarded as a product of introgression.
A method based on S* statistics provides a way to

detect extremely distinguished haplotypes that extract LD
information without reference populations [98–100]. S*
statistics employs a rule to score each pair of SNPs on a
haplotype in order to seek a subset of SNPs with
maximum sum of scores segments that indicates the
existence of a strong LD. A best fit model under which
simulated data has similar values of features with real data
is required to eliminate segments of modern humans with
strong LD.
Model-based methods under the HMM framework

similar to normal local ancestry inference for modern
humans have also been employed [33,87,101]. Each SNP
can be labeled statistically by one of two hidden states,
archaic and modern humans, with the largest likelihood to
produce observed data. Priori parameters are applicable in

HMM frameworks due to large deviations between
archaic humans and modern humans [33,87].
ArchaicSeeker [32] is a more heuristic method for

detecting archaic DNA sequences in present-day human
genomes. The basic idea of the method is based on an
archaic gene flow model, i.e., for an introgressed segment
in modern humans, its haplotype divergence from African
sequences would be larger than its divergence from the
archaic hominin donor (see Figure 5A). DNA sequences
from modern humans are directly compared with archaic
genomes. African sequences are used as a reference since
archaic hominin introgressions are absent in sub-Saharan
Africans [102]. This method is based on haplotype data
and all of the data involved in the analysis are assumed to
be phased (haplotypes are known).
In real data analysis, E-allele information [87,88,103]

(markers can be only observed in non-African popula-
tions) is used to determine the boundaries of the archaic
segments and false positive results are removed by
filtering segments without E-alleles or with only one E-
allele. Figure 5B displays how one candidate archaic
segment (the long red segment without any detected E-
alleles) is removed and the other (left, with three E-alleles
covered) is kept within boundaries determined by the
location of the two leftmost and rightmost E-alleles. As a
general rule, the locations of the first and the last E-alleles
in those segments with more than two E-alleles are treated
as the left and right boundaries, respectively.

Incomplete lineage sorting

In the analysis of archaic introgression (or more generally,
ancient admixture), some confounding effects need to
considered and controlled, such as incomplete lineage
sorting (ILS). ILS, also known as deep coalescence or
ancestral polymorphism, is the result of the retention of a
genetic polymorphism along several speciation or diver-
gence events. The posterior sorting of polymorphic
lineages can make gene and population trees incongruent
[104]. Having been well studied at the species level [104–
106], ILS has not been thoroughly investigated within
human populations, especially in admixed populations
[50,107]. In the formula of the probability of ILS between
human and chimpanzees provided by previous studies
[108], the shorter time between three species (popula-
tions) and two species (populations) and the larger the
sample size of the two species’ (populations’) common
ancestor, the more likely ILS occured.
Because global ancestry inference often considers

genome-wide information, the results are unlikely to be
influenced by ILS. With for local ancestry inference with
reference populations, ILS affects the results of ancestry
inference and admixture analysis (Figure 6). Directly
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comparing the admixed sequences with reference can
cause inference errors.
Significantly, most of the local ancestry inference

methods do not take ILS into consideration. The reason
could be, for continental admixed populations, that ILS
did not frequently occur since the effective population
size of the common ancestors of modern humans is
smaller compared to the passage of time. Although ILS
can be considered a nuisance that should be treated
carefully, it can facilitate the inferences. To solve this
problem, a direct method is to model ILS into the
algorithm. For example, HAPMIX [50] considers the
ancestries as two parts, “real” ancestry and “copied”
ancestry. The former stands for the sequence similarity,
while the latter means from which ancestral population
the haplotype comes from. A miscopy rate parameter is
used to account for the differences between “real” and

“copied” ancestry. In HAPMIX, an EM algorithm is used
to estimate those parameters for African Americans [109].
In archaic introgression analysis, the ILS test is

necessary for regions with high introgression proportions
[34,107]. There are several methods that can be used for
testing ILS. One method is to examine the segment
length. The ILS segments have a deep coalescence and are
expected to be very short due to recombination. The
introgression segments are expected to be significantly
longer than segments resulting from ILS. With the ILS
length distribution, the P-value of a candidate introgres-
sion segment can be obtained [107]. In addition, the
divergence time between introgression segments and
archaic hominids is expected to be smaller than that
between modern humans and archaic hominids. The other
method to exclude the ILS effect is using a “null model”, a
model that shares all the demographic parameters by all of

Figure 5. A schematic of analysis design of ArchaicSeeker. (A) Illustration of a phylogeny with a gene flow model from archaic

hominins to modern humans. The figure illustrates the phylogenic relationship among archaic groups, Africans and Non-Africans with
archaic ancestry contribution. The characters a –g each denote the branch length (or genetic distance) as indicated. (B) Illustration of
boundary refinement for the candidate archaic-like segment. First, the candidate archaic-like segments withoutE-alleles or with only oneE-

allele were filtered out (upper panel). Then, the first and the last E-alleles in the remaining candidate archaic-like segments with more than
two E-alleles were regarded as the boundaries (lower panel).
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the real populations, except introgression, to control for
ILS and gene flow [34]. When dating admixture with
continuous ancestry tracts, ILS can lead to an over-
estimation of admixture time, and determination of
admixture models can also be affected.

PERSPECTIVE

In this review, we provided an overview of models,
methods, and tools for ancestry inference and admixture
analysis. Recent advances in genotyping and sequencing
technologies have facilitated genome-wide investigations
of human genetic variations and provided new insights
into population structures and admixture history.
Admixed populations are attracting more and more
attention from both evolutionary and medical studies as
well as from the other fields. Without thoroughly
understanding the genetic structures and history of
admixed populations well, our knowledge about human
genetics will remain incomplete. Further efforts are
needed to reveal local adaptation signatures, and to
apply admixture mapping in many admixed populations.
In the future, more powerful methods are expected to be
developed and applied to admixed populations with
longer histories and more complex admixture scenarios.
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